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1 获 獲 huò to catch; to obtain; to capture; to reap; to harvest

2 职业 職業 zhí yè occupation; profession; vocation; professional

3 民间 民間 mín jiān among the people; popular; folk; non-governmental;
involving people rather than governments

4 整个 整個 zhěng gè whole; entire; total

5 阳光 陽光 yáng guāng sunshine; Classifiers: 线 ; transparent (open to public
scrutiny)

6 田野 田野 tián yě field; open land; Classifiers: 片

7 农民 農民 nóng mín peasant; farmer; Classifiers: 个

8 漆 漆 qī paint; lacquer; Classifiers: 道 ; to paint (furniture, walls
etc)

9 满 滿 mǎn
to fill; full; filled; packed; fully; completely; quite; to reach
the limit; to satisfy; satisfied; contented; Manchu ethnic
group

10 水壶 水壺 shuǐ hú kettle; canteen; watering can

11 灌 灌 guàn to irrigate; to pour; to install (software); to record (music)

12 与 與 yǔ and; to give; together with

13 废话 廢話 fèi huà nonsense; rubbish; superfluous words; You don't say!; No
kidding! (gently sarcastic)

14 姑娘 姑娘 gū niang girl; young woman; young lady; daughter; paternal aunt
(old); Classifiers: 个

15 私 私 sī personal; private; selfish

16 曾经 曾經 céng jīng once; already; former; previously; ever; (past tense
marker used before verb or clause)

17 守 守 shǒu to guard; to defend; to keep watch; to abide by the law; to
observe (rules or ritual); nearby; adjoining

18 得 得 dé
to obtain; to get; to gain; to catch (a disease); proper;
suitable; proud; contented; to allow; to permit; ready;
finished

https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E8%8E%B7
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/huo4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E8%81%8C%E4%B8%9A
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/zhi2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ye4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%B0%91%E9%97%B4
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/min2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/jian1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%95%B4%E4%B8%AA
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/zheng3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ge4.mp3
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https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ye3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%89%87
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%86%9C%E6%B0%91
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/nong2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/min2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%B8%AA
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%BC%86
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/qi1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E9%81%93
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%BB%A1
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/man3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%B0%B4%E5%A3%B6
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shui3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/hu2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%81%8C
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/guan4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%B8%8E
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/yu3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%BA%9F%E8%AF%9D
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/fei4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/hua4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%A7%91%E5%A8%98
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gu1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/niang5.mp3
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19 当 當 dāng
to be; to act as; manage; withstand; when; during; ought;
should; match equally; equal; same; obstruct; just at (a
time or place); on the spot; right; just at; (onom.) dong;
ding dong (bell)

20 告辞 告辭 gào cí to say goodbye; to take one's leave

21 当上 當上 dāng shang to take up duty as; to assume a position; to assume; to
take on (an office)

22 编 編 biān to weave; to plait; to organize; to group; to arrange; to
edit; to compile; to write; to compose; to fabricate

23 支 支 zhī
to support; to sustain; to erect; to raise; branch; division;
to draw money; classifier for rods such as pens and guns,
for army divisions and for songs or compositions;
surname Zhi

24 傍晚 傍晚 bàng wǎn in the evening; when night falls; towards evening; at night
fall; at dusk

25 将 將 jiāng
will; shall; to use; to take; to checkmate; just a short while
ago; (introduces object of main verb, used in the same
way as 把 )

26 提 提 tí
to carry (hanging down from the hand); to lift; to put
forward; to mention; to raise (an issue); upwards
character stroke; lifting brush stroke (in painting); scoop
for measuring liquid

27 泼 潑 pō to splash; to spill; rough and coarse; brutish

28 夕阳 夕陽 xī yáng sunset; the setting sun

29 光芒 光芒 guāng máng rays of light; brilliant rays; radiance

30 树梢 樹梢 shù shāo the tip of a tree; treetop

31 递 遞 dì to hand over; to pass on sth; to gradually increase or
decrease; progressively

32 扇子 扇子 shàn zi fan; Classifiers: 把

33 盐 鹽 yán salt; Classifiers: 粒

34 咸 鹹 xián salted; salty; stingy; miserly; all; everyone; each;
widespread; harmonious; surname Xian

https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%BD%93
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/dang1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%91%8A%E8%BE%9E
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gao4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ci2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%BD%93%E4%B8%8A
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/dang1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shang5.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%BC%96
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/bian1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%94%AF
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/zhi1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%82%8D%E6%99%9A
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/bang4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/wan3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%B0%86
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/jiang1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%8A%8A
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%8F%90
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ti2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%B3%BC
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/po1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%A4%95%E9%98%B3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/xi1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/yang2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%85%89%E8%8A%92
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/guang1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/mang2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%A0%91%E6%A2%A2
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shao1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E9%80%92
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/di4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%89%87%E5%AD%90
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shan4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/zi5.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%8A%8A
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%9B%90
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/yan2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%B2%92
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%92%B8
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/xian2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net
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35 咸菜 鹹菜 xián cài salted vegetables; pickles

36 戴 戴 dài to put on or wear (glasses, hat, gloves etc); to respect; to
bear; to support; surname Dai

37 宽 寬 kuān wide; broad; lenient; surname Kuan

38 毛巾 毛巾 máo jīn towel; Classifiers: 条

39 挂 掛 guà

to hang or suspend (from a hook etc); to hang up (the
phone); (of a line) to be dead; to be worried or concerned;
to make a phone call (dialect); to register or record;
classifier for sets or clusters of objects; (slang) to kill; to
die; to be finished; to fail (an exam)

40 尾巴 尾巴 wěi ba tail; colloquial pr. [yi3 ba5]

41 似的 似的 shì de seems as if; rather like; Taiwan pr. [si4 de5]

42 拍 拍 pāi to pat; to clap; to slap; to swat; to take (a photo); to shoot
(a film); racket (sports); beat (music)

43 屁股 屁股 pì gu buttocks; bottom; butt; back part

44 呵欠 呵欠 hē qiàn yawn

45 弄 弄 nòng to do; to manage; to handle; to play with; to fool with; to
mess with; to fix; to toy with; old variant of 弄

46 仿佛 彷彿 fǎng fú to seem; as if; alike; similar; variant of 仿佛 ; variant of 仿
佛

47 滚滚 滾滾 gǔn gǔn to surge on; to roll on

48 而 而 ér
and; as well as; and so; but (not); yet (not); (indicates
causal relation); (indicates change of state); (indicates
contrast)

49 情景 情景 qíng jǐng scene; spectacle; circumstances; situation

50 到处 到處 dào chù everywhere

51 喊叫 喊叫 hǎn jiào to cry out; to shout

52 啦 啦 lā (onom.) sound of singing, cheering etc; (phonetic);
(dialect) to chat

https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%92%B8%E8%8F%9C
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/xian2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/cai4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%88%B4
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/dai4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%AE%BD
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/kuan1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%AF%9B%E5%B7%BE
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/mao2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/jin1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%9D%A1
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%8C%82
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gua4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%B0%BE%E5%B7%B4
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/wei3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ba5.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BC%BC%E7%9A%84
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shi4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/de5.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%8B%8D
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/pai1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%B1%81%E8%82%A1
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/pi4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gu5.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%91%B5%E6%AC%A0
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/he1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/qian4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%BC%84
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/nong4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%BC%84
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BB%BF%E4%BD%9B
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/fang3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/fu2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BB%BF%E4%BD%9B
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BB%BF%E4%BD%9B
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BB%BF%E4%BD%9B
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%BB%9A%E6%BB%9A
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gun3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gun3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E8%80%8C
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/er2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%83%85%E6%99%AF
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/qing2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/jing3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%88%B0%E5%A4%84
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/dao4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/chu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/chu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%96%8A%E5%8F%AB
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/han3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/jiao4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%95%A6
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/la1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net
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53 于是 於是 yú shì thereupon; as a result; consequently; thus; hence

54 荤 葷 hūn strong-smelling vegetable (garlic etc); non-vegetarian
food (meat, fish etc); vulgar; obscene

55 所有 所有 suǒ yǒu all; to have; to possess; to own

56 全部 全部 quán bù whole; entire; complete

57 自然 自然 zì rán nature; natural; naturally

58 哭泣 哭泣 kū qì to weep

59 悲哀 悲哀 bēi āi grieved; sorrowful

60 使 使 shǐ to make; to cause; to enable; to use; to employ; to send;
to instruct sb to do sth; envoy; messenger

61 十分 十分 shí fēn very; completely; utterly; extremely; absolutely; hundred
percent; to divide into ten equal parts

62 激动 激動 jī dòng to move emotionally; to stir up (emotions); to excite

63 仰 仰 yǎng to face upward; to look up; to admire; to rely on; surname
Yang

64 响亮 響亮 xiǎng liàng loud and clear; resounding

65 手指 手指 shǒu zhǐ finger; Classifiers: 个

66 挖 挖 wā to dig; to excavate; to scoop out

67 愤怒 憤怒 fèn nù angry; indignant; wrath; ire

68 立刻 立刻 lì kè forthwith; immediate; prompt; promptly; straightway;
thereupon; at once

69 干 幹 gān
dry; clean; in vain; dried food; foster; adoptive; to ignore;
to concern; to interfere; shield; stem; variant of 干 ;
surname Gan; old variant of 干

70 赶 趕 gǎn
to overtake; to catch up with; to hurry; to rush; to try to
catch (the bus etc); to drive (cattle etc) forward; to drive
(sb) away; to avail oneself of (an opportunity); until

https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BA%8E%E6%98%AF
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/yu2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shi4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E8%8D%A4
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/hun1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%89%80%E6%9C%89
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/suo3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/you3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%85%A8%E9%83%A8
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/quan2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/bu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/bu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E8%87%AA%E7%84%B6
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/zi4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ran2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%93%AD%E6%B3%A3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ku1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/qi4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%82%B2%E5%93%80
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/bei1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ai1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BD%BF
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shi3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%8D%81%E5%88%86
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shi2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/fen1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%BF%80%E5%8A%A8
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ji1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/dong4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%BB%B0
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/yang3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%93%8D%E4%BA%AE
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/xiang3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/liang4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%89%8B%E6%8C%87
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shou3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/zhi3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%B8%AA
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%8C%96
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/wa1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%84%A4%E6%80%92
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/fen4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/nu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/nu4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%AB%8B%E5%88%BB
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/li4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ke4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%B9%B2
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gan1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%B9%B2
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%B9%B2
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E8%B5%B6
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/gan3.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net
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71 池塘 池塘 chí táng pool; pond

72 照 照 zhào
according to; in accordance with; to shine; to illuminate; to
reflect; to look at (one's reflection); to take (a photo);
photo; as requested; as before; variant of 照 ; to shine; to
illuminate

73 压 壓 yā to press; to push down; to keep under (control); pressure

74 上面 上面 shàng miàn on top of; above-mentioned; also pr. [shang4 mian5]

75 轻轻 輕輕 qīng qīng lightly; softly

76 赶紧 趕緊 gǎn jǐn hurriedly; without delay

77 熄灭 熄滅 xī miè to stop burning; to go out (of fire); to die out; extinguished

78 敞开 敞開 chǎng kāi to open wide; unrestrictedly

79 荒 荒 huāng desolate; shortage; scarce; out of practice; absurd;
uncultivated; to neglect

80 挡住 擋住 dǎng zhù to obstruct

81 引 引 yǐn

to draw (e.g. a bow); to pull; to stretch sth; to extend; to
lengthen; to involve or implicate in; to attract; to lead; to
guide; to leave; to provide evidence or justification for; old
unit of distance equal to 10 丈 , one-thirtieth of a km or
33.33 meters

82 井 井 jǐng a well; Classifiers: 口 ; neat; orderly; Jing, one of the 28
constellations of Chinese astronomy; surname Jing

83 替 替 tì to substitute for; to take the place of; to replace; for; on
behalf of; to stand in for

84 桶 桶 tǒng bucket; (trash) can; barrel (of oil etc); Classifiers: 个

85 窜 竄 cuàn to flee; to scuttle; to exile or banish; to amend or edit

86 屡 屢 lǚ time and again; repeatedly; frequently

87 差不多 差不多 chà bu duō almost; nearly; more or less; about the same; good
enough; not bad

88 充满 充滿 chōng mǎn full of; brimming with; very full; permeated

https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E6%B1%A0%E5%A1%98
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/chi2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/tang2.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%85%A7
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/zhao4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E7%85%A7
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E5%8E%8B
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/ya1.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/dictionary-details/?word=%E4%B8%8A%E9%9D%A2
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/shang4.mp3
https://www.purpleculture.net/mp3/mian4.mp3
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89 土地 土地 tǔ dì land; soil; territory; Classifiers: 片

90 庄稼 莊稼 zhuāng jia farm crop; Classifiers: 种

91 长得 長得 zhǎng de to look (pretty, the same etc)

92 至今 至今 zhì jīn so far; to this day; until now

93 发光 發光 fā guāng to shine

94 青草 青草 qīng cǎo grass

95 摆弄 擺弄 bǎi nòng to move back and forth; to fiddle with

96 照看 照看 zhào kàn to look after; to attend to; to have in care

97 一群 一羣 yī qún gang; regiment

98 共同 共同 gòng tóng common; joint; jointly; together; collaborative

99 度过 度過 dù guò to pass; to spend (time); to survive; to get through

100 炎热 炎熱 yán rè blistering hot; sizzling hot (weather)

101 深深 深深 shēn shēn deep; profound

102 低下 低下 dī xià low status; lowly; to lower (one's head)

103 偷偷 偷偷 tōu tōu stealthily; secretly; covertly; furtively; on the sly

104 光 光 guāng light; ray; Classifiers: 道 ; bright; only; merely; to use up

105 藏 藏 cáng to conceal; to hide away; to harbor; to store; to collect

106 草丛 草叢 cǎo cóng underbrush

107 如何 如何 rú hé how; what way; what

108 计划 計劃 jì huà plan; project; program; to plan; to map out; Classifiers: 个

109 当初 當初 dāng chū at that time; originally
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110 情绪 情緒 qíng xù mood; state of mind; moodiness; Classifiers: 种

111 愉快 愉快 yú kuài cheerful; cheerily; delightful; pleasant; pleasantly;
pleasing; happy; delighted

112 考虑 考慮 kǎo lǜ to think over; to consider; consideration

113 可是 可是 kě shì but; however; (used for emphasis) indeed

114 强 強 jiàng stubborn; unyielding; variant of 强

115 壮 壯 zhuàng to strengthen; strong; robust; Zhuang ethnic group of
Guangxi, the PRC's second most numerous ethnic group

116 否则 否則 fǒu zé if not; otherwise; else; or else

117 不得不 不得不 bù dé bù have no choice or option but to; cannot but; have to; can't
help it; can't avoid

118 娶 娶 qǔ to take a wife; to marry (a woman)

119 福 福 fú good fortune; happiness; luck; surname Fu; abbr. for
Fujian province 福建省

120 刚刚 剛剛 gāng gang just recently; just a moment ago

121 棵 棵 kē classifier for trees, cabbages, plants etc

122 茂盛 茂盛 mào shèng lush

123 棉花 棉花 mián hua cotton

124 正 正 zhèng
straight; upright; proper; main; principal; to correct; to
rectify; exactly; just (at that time); right (in that place);
(math.) positive

125 拔 拔 bá to pull up; to pull out; to draw out by suction; to select; to
pick; to stand out (above level); to surpass; to seize

126 不时 不時 bù shí from time to time; now and then; occasionally; frequently

127 摔 摔 shuāi to throw down; to fall; to drop and break
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128 摘下 摘下 zhāi xià
to take off; to remove (one's hat, a door from its hinges
etc); to pick (a piece of fruit from a tree etc); (sports) to
pick off (a rebound etc)

129 取 取 qǔ to take; to get; to choose; to fetch

130 擦 擦 cā to wipe; to erase; rubbing (brush stroke in painting); to
clean; to polish

131 汗水 汗水 hàn shuǐ sweat; perspiration

132 树干 樹幹 shù gàn tree trunk

133 面对 面對 miàn duì to confront; to face

134 躺 躺 tǎng to recline; to lie down

135 盖 蓋 gài lid; top; cover; canopy; to cover; to conceal; to build

136 枕 枕 zhěn pillow; to pillow; to rest one's head on (Taiwan pr. zhen4
for this sense)

137 背包 揹包 bēi bāo knapsack; rucksack; infantry pack; field pack; blanket roll;
Classifiers: 个
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